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Modulation and δ-doping strategies, in which atomically thin layers of charged dopants are precisely
deposited within a heterostructure, have played enabling roles in the discovery of new physical behavior in
electronic materials. Here, we demonstrate a purely structural “δ-doping” strategy in complex oxide
heterostructures, in which atomically thin manganite layers are inserted into an isovalent manganite host,
thereby modifying the local rotations of corner-connected MnO6 octahedra. Combining scanning
transmission electron microscopy, polarized neutron reflectometry, and density functional theory, we
reveal how local magnetic exchange interactions are enhanced within the spatially confined regions of
suppressed octahedral rotations. The combined experimental and theoretical results illustrate the potential
to utilize noncharge-based approaches to “doping” in order to enhance or suppress functional properties
within spatially confined regions of oxide heterostructures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.197204

The physical properties of ABO3-type perovskite
oxides are intricately linked to subtle symmetry-lowering
atomic displacements, the most notable of which are
rotations of the corner-connected BO6 octahedra [1,2].
These rotations displace the oxygen anions from the face-
centered positions, which decreases the B─O─B bond
angles and increases the B─O bond lengths. In turn, these
structural changes lead to a decrease of the electronic
bandwidth and directly modify the electronic and mag-
netic properties [3]. While the magnitude and symmetry
of rotations in bulk compounds are set by the material
composition, oxide heterostructures enable the use of
interfacial coupling as a means to stabilize nonbulklike
rotations in perovskite epitaxial films and superlattices
[4]. Recent studies have established a length scale of
<10 unit cells for the transition region over which the
interfacial discontinuity in the rotational magnitude and/or
pattern is accommodated through spatially varying bond
angles and lengths [5–15]. Through the design and control
of these interfacial perturbations to the atomic structure,
substantial changes to electronic and magnetic properties
have been induced in ultrathin epitaxial films at the
film/substrate interface [16–19]. Interfacial coupling is
also operative in superlattices, where the presence of
multiple interfaces, a wide array of combinations of
constituent materials, and the ability to tune the interfacial
distance with respect to the coupling length scale enable
new possibilities for structure-based design and control
over functional properties [20–24].

In this work, we show how local control of octahedral
rotations at the subnanometer length scale can be used to
spatially confine enhanced magnetization in manganite
superlattices. We demonstrate this approach by inserting
ultrathin layers of isovalent but structurally distinct man-
ganites. This strategy is analogous to δ doping, in which the
insertion of ultrathin impurity layers in a material modifies
the local charge density. While δ doping has been exten-
sively applied to semiconductors and oxides to alter local
electronic densities [25–28], the importance of interrelated
charge, lattice, and orbital degrees of freedom in complex
oxides [29,30] points to noncharge-based local “doping”
approaches that are not operative in conventional
semiconductors. Here, we demonstrate that the insertion
of two unit cells of La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 (LSMO) into thicker
La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 (LCMO) layers (20 unit cells) leads to a
local reduction of octahedral rotations, while avoiding
changes to the nominal Mn valence state due to the
isovalent nature of the superlattices. The magnetization
within the “doped” regions is enhanced compared to the
host layers, consistent with an enhanced ordering temper-
ature in the heterostructure regions with increased
Mn─O─Mn bond angles. Density functional theory
(DFT) calculations account for the observations and elu-
cidate the local rotation pattern in the LSMO layers, the
spatial variation in bond angles, and its effect on local
magnetic exchange interactions. The combined experimen-
tal and theoretical results illustrate the potential to utilize
noncharge-based approaches to doping in order to enhance
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or suppress functional properties within spatially confined
regions of oxide heterostructures.
We demonstrate the local control of octahedral rotations

in ½ðLSMOÞn=ðLCMOÞ
20
� × 5 (n ¼ 2, 4) superlattices

grown on La0.3Sr0.7Al0.65Ta0.35O3 (LSAT) (001)-oriented
substrates, where n indicates the thickness in pseudocubic
unit cells (uc). The physical idea behind structural δ doping
is that the ultrathin LSMO layers exhibit reduced octahedral
rotations compared to the surrounding LCMO layers. These
LSMO layers create local regions of larger electronic
bandwidth and thus greater magnetic exchange interactions
[31]. We choose n ¼ 2 as the thinnest layer to test this
idea, as two A-site layers (La,SrO) are needed to fully
enclose a MnO6 octahedron. The two half-doped com-
pounds, La0.5Sr0.5MnO3 and La0.5Ca0.5MnO3, are isoelec-
tronic, therebymitigating potential effects of charge transfer,
allowing us to isolate the effects of structuralmodulations on
the magnetic properties [23]. We use half-doped mangan-
ites, as this region of the phase diagram hosts competing
magnetic and electronic ground states, and, as such, physical
properties near this composition are highly sensitive to
perturbations. Finally, the half-doped composition increases
the difference in octahedral rotations between LSMO
and LCMO as compared to the more commonly studied
La0.7ðCa; SrÞ0.3MnO3 doping. In particular, bulk LSMO at
half-doping exhibits the a0a0c− rotation pattern (I4=mcm)
withMn─O─Mn angles of 169.9° and 180° [32], while half-
doped LCMO crystallizes with the a−a−cþ pattern (Pbnm)
with average Mn─O─Mn angles of 160.8° [33]. The differ-
ence in octahedral rotations results in a reduction of
the electronic bandwidth in LCMO compared to
LSMO [31], as evidenced by the charge-ordered insulating
state in bulk LCMO compared to the competing ferro-
magnetic and A-type antiferromagnetic phases in LSMO.
The superlattices were grown by oxide molecular beam

epitaxy. An ozone-oxygen mixture (∼5%=95%) was used as
the oxidizing agent at a chamber pressure of ∼8.5 ×
10−6 Torr and a substrate temperature of ∼600 °C. The
LSMO layer was first deposited on the LSAT substrate. X-
ray reflectivity data measured from the n ¼ 2 superlattice are
shown in Fig. 1(a) and fit well to a model with a modulated
scattering length density consistent with two unit cells of
LSMO within each superlattice period. Corresponding scan-
ning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) high angle
annular dark field (HAADF) images are shown in Figs. 1(b)
and 1(c). HAADF and annular bright field (ABF) STEM
images were taken using a Nion UltraSTEM operating at
200 kV, equipped with a cold field-emission electron gun and
a corrector of third- and fifth-order aberrations.Because of the
presence of 50%La (Z ¼ 57) and50%Sr (Z ¼ 38) inA sites,
the LSMO layers appear brighter in the HAADF images
compared to the LCMO layer, which has 50% La (Z ¼ 57)
and 50% Ca (Z ¼ 20) in A sites. The lower-magnification
image [Fig. 1(b)] confirms the high quality of the film. The
higher-magnification image [Fig. 1(c)] shows the superlattice
has the designed periodicity. A low-magnification image of

the n ¼ 4 superlattice can be found in SupplementalMaterial
(Fig. S1) as can images of defective regions of the samples
(Fig. S2) [34].
Detailed behavior of the MnO6 octahedra in the super-

lattice is investigated using STEM ABF imaging, in which
metal cations and oxygen sublattices can be directly
visualized. We have recently demonstrated, by using
STEM ABF, that the full 3D rotation patterns of MnO6

octahedra can be determined with unit cell resolution [14].
Representative ABF images of the LCMO and LSMO
layers are shown in Fig. 2(a), viewing along two pseudo-
cubic [110] directions (½110�pcA and ½110�pcB). Using these
images, the MnO6 rotation pattern in the LCMO layer can
be identified as a−a−cþ, which is consistent with bulk
Pbnm La0.5Ca0.5MnO3 [33]. In the LSMO layer, the in-
plane rotations can be confirmed to be out of phase (a−a−).
However, the nature of the out-of-plane (c-axis) rotation
remains ambiguous, possibly due to a small rotation angle.
With the in-plane rotation patterns identified, we can
further investigate the projected MnO6 octahedral inclina-
tion angle (Φ) across LCMO/LSMO interfaces. Note thatΦ
is distinct from the Mn─O─Mn bond angle, as the
projected inclination angle does not capture the magnitude
of the oxygen displacement into or out of the image. As
shown in Fig. 2(b), a suppression of the rotation angles
within the LSMO layer is observed, indicating that octahe-
dral rotations can be suppressed over subnanometer length
scales using this structural δ-doping approach. A similar
suppression of rotation angles was observed in the n ¼ 4

superlattices (Fig. S3).
We have performed first-principles DFT [40] calcula-

tions to further elucidate the local rotation pattern in the

FIG. 1. (a) X-ray reflectivity data (red circles) and fit (black
line) using GENX software [39] of the n ¼ 2 superlattice. Inset:
Scattering length density profile obtained from the fit. (b) A low-
magnification STEM HAADF image of the superlattice. (c) A
high-magnification STEM HAADF image of the superlattice,
viewed from the pseudocubic [110] direction.
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LSMO layers, the spatial variation in bond angles, and its
effect on local magnetic exchange interactions. The calcu-
lations were carried out with projector augmented wave
potentials [41] as implemented in the Vienna ab initio

simulation package (VASP) [42]. The exchange-correlation
part is approximated by the PBEsol functional [35].
The total energy and Hellman-Feynman forces were con-
verged to 10−6 eV and 5 × 10−3 eV=Å, respectively. We
have constructed a

p
2ap ×

p
2ap ×mac supercell where

ap is the in-plane lattice constant, ac is the out-of-plane
lattice constant, and m represents supercell size along
the growth direction. The value of m is 8 and 12 for
ðLSMOÞ

2
=ðLCMOÞ

6
and ðLSMOÞ

2
=ðLCMOÞ

10
superlat-

tices, respectively. We have fixed the in-plane lattice to
LSAT (ap ¼ 3.868 Å), while the out-of-plane lattice and
atomic positions are optimized. All calculations were
performed with a 500 eV energy cutoff and a Γ-centered
4 × 4 × 2 K-point mesh. We have considered a
ðLSMOÞ

2
=ðLCMOÞ

6
superlattice with the same 50∶50

A-site cation concentration of La and Ca (Sr) as the
experimentally studied superlattices. We impose rocksalt
ordering of La and Ca (Sr) throughout the supercell. In the
LCMO block, we impose an a−a−cþ rotational pattern
(similar to bulk LCMO), while in the 2-uc LSMO block we
have separately investigated a−a−cþ and a−a−c− patterns.
We have considered A-type antiferromagnetism (AFM) as
the magnetic ordering for both cases. In the fully optimized
structures, a−a−cþ is found to be 208 meV lower in energy
compared to the a−a−c− structure. The optimized structure
ðLSMOÞ

2
=ðLCMOÞ

6
is shown in Fig. 3(a). We have also

considered larger ðLSMOÞ
2
=ðLCMOÞ

10
superlattices. In

this case, a−a−cþ is again found to be the lowest energy
structure in the LSMO layers with a 258 meV energy
reduction for a−a−cþ compared to a−a−c−. Furthermore,
we have considered other magnetic configurations for both
superlattices and found that A-type AFM is the lowest
magnetic configuration. Hence, DFT calculations show that

both LCMO and LSMO regions have an a−a−cþ rotation
pattern and an A-type AFM magnetic configuration.
The depth dependences of octahedral rotations across the

interfaces of the DFT-optimized ðLSMOÞ
2
=ðLCMOÞ

6

structure are also shown in Fig. 3(a), separately for in-plane
and out-of-plane Mn─O─Mn bond angles θin and θout,
respectively. We have divided the ðLSMOÞ

2
=ðLCMOÞ

6

superlattice in three regions as shown in Figs. 3(a)
and 3(b): LCMO (five layers), LCMO-LSMO interface
(two layers), and LSMO (one single layer) regions. The
average θin values are found to be 162.4°, 165.3°, and 166.7°,
for the LCMO, interface, and LSMO regions, respectively.
The average θout values are found to be 157.3°, 160.6°, and
161.8°, respectively, for the LCMO, interface, and LSMO
regions. The results show that in the LSMO region both θin
and θout are increased by∼3°–5° relative to LCMO. Because
the isotropic exchange interactions (Jij) between a pair of
Mn ions (Mni-O-Mnj) depend on the oxidation state of
the Mn ions and their nearest-neighbor environment (local
Mn─O─Mn angle and Mn─O distances), the enhancement
of θ within the LSMO layers has a significant effect on the
local magnetism.
We have calculated the ratio of in-plane Jin (via

Mn1-Op-Mn2) and out-of-plane Jout (via Mn1-Oap-Mn3)
nearest-neighbor exchange interactions for the LCMO and
LSMO regions as shown in Fig. 3(b) using a method
described in Supplemental Material [34]. The ratios
JinðLSMOÞ=JinðLCMOÞ and JoutðLSMOÞ=JoutðLCMOÞ
are found to be 1.8 and 1.5, respectively, indicating an
enhancement of nearest-neighbor exchange interactions in
the LSMO region compared to the LCMO region.

FIG. 2. (a) Representative STEM ABF images of the LCMO
and LSMO layers in the superlattice, viewed from two pseudo-
cubic [110] directions that are 90° away (½110�pcA and ½110�pcB).
The proposed polyhedral models are shown overlapping the
image. (b) The layer-resolved projected inclination angles of the
MnO6 octahedra, viewed from the ½110�pcA direction, revealing
an increased Mn─O─Mn bond angle within the 2-uc LSMO
layer. The error bars in (b) indicate the standard deviation
obtained from the measurement of inclination angles averaged
within each plane.

FIG. 3. (a) DFT-optimized structure of a ðLSMOÞ
2
=ðLCMOÞ

6

superlattice confirms the reduction of the octahedral rotations
in the LSMO region. Here, θin (θout) indicates the in-plane
(out-of-plane) Mn─O─Mn bond angles. (b) In-plane Jin (via
Mn1-Op-Mn2) and out-of-plane Jout (via Mn1-Oap-Mn2) nearest-
neighbor isotropic exchange interactions shown for the LCMO
and LSMO region.
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Consistent with the isovalent nature of the superlattice, the
calculated local magnetic moment on Mn is ∼3.05 μB in
both LSMO and LCMO throughout the superlattice. The
above results suggest an enhancement of the local magnetic
interaction and hence an increase of the local ordering
temperature (as the magnetic transition temperature is
directly coupled to the exchange energy) in the LSMO
region, which is purely driven by structural δ doping.
In order to confirm the effects of these structural features

on the local magnetic properties, polarized neutron reflec-
tometry (PNR) measurements were performed at several
temperatures on both the n ¼ 2 and 4 superlattices. PNR
measurements were carried out on the PBR beam line at the
NIST Center for Neutron Research. The films were field
cooled to the measurement temperatures with a 0.5 T field
applied in the plane of the films. Measurements were
performed in the same field. The results for the n ¼ 2

superlattice are shown in Fig. 4. The magnetic depth profile
was obtained by fitting the PNR data using the NIST
REFL1D software package [43]. In the fits, the nuclear
scattering length densities for both LSMO and LCMOwere
fixed to 3.7 × 10−6 and 3.6 × 10−6 Å−2, consistent with
their calculated values, while allowing the magnetization
and the thickness of the LSMO and LCMO layers to vary.
The fitting parameters were also restricted to ensure that the
magnetization (M) does not exceed 3.7 μB per Mn any-
where in the structure, which is only slightly more than the
saturation magnetization of bulk LSMO. This set of
constraints produces excellent fits to the reflectivity
[Fig. 4(a)] and spin asymmetry [Fig. 4(b)].
The obtained magnetic depth profiles [Fig. 4(c)] confirm

that the LSMO layers exhibit enhanced magnetization
compared to the LCMO layers at all measured temper-
atures, as would be expected for a sample where the

octahedral rotations in LSMO and LCMO differ markedly.
The enhanced magnetization is quite narrow in its spatial
width, being confined to the two LSMO unit cells.
Surprisingly, the depth profile also reveals a staircaselike
effect in which the magnetization within both the LSMO
and LCMO increases in subsequent layers as the distance
from the superlattice/substrate interface increases. It is
attributed to a slight change in the layer composition as
a function of the thickness, with drifts in atomic fluxes
during deposition (likely a slight increase of La) or a greater
concentration of oxygen vacancies in the near-surface
region of the superlattices. As noted earlier, the half-doped
composition of the LSMO and LCMO layers marks the
boundary between ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic
phases in bulk [32,44], with previous studies showing that
the magnetic properties of films change substantially with
small changes in doping at this point in the phase diagram
[45,46]. As the superlattices are isovalent, the enhanced
measured magnetization does not arise from a change in the
magnitude of the local Mn moments but instead from either
an increase in the magnetic ordering temperature within the
LSMO layers or an enhanced double exchange contribution
to the magnetic interactions, leading to greater spin canting
and net magnetization. Evidence for an enhanced ordering
temperature can be seen in Fig. 4(d), which shows the
temperature-dependent magnetization of the LSMO and
LCMO averaged over all the layers. The ordering temper-
ature of the 2-uc LSMO layers within the superlattice is
clearly higher than that of the 20-uc LCMO layers. This
feature is consistent with the increase in local Mn─O─Mn
bond angles leading to increased magnetic exchange
interactions within the LSMO, as obtained from the
DFT calculations. Additionally, we note that the average
magnetizations obtained from PNR within the LCMO and

(a) (b) (c)

(d)

FIG. 4. (a) Polarized neutron reflectivity data and fits multiplied byQ4 from the n ¼ 2 sample obtained at 50 (top) and 250 K (bottom)
with a 0.5 T field. Green and magenta symbols indicate the reflectivity measured with neutrons polarized parallel (Rþþ) and antiparallel
(R−−) to the sample magnetization, respectively. The blue box highlights the superlattice Bragg peak. (b) The corresponding fits (in red)
to the spin asymmetry, defined as the difference in Rþþ and R−− divided by the sum. Error bars in (a) and (b) indicate �1 standard
deviation. (c) Magnetic depth profiles obtained at both temperatures. Orange enclosed regions indicate the 2-uc LSMO layers.
The obtained magnetic depth profile demonstrates that the magnetization is enhanced within the LSMO layers which exhibit reduced
octahedral rotations but the same Mn valence as the LCMO layers. (d) The average magnetization within the LSMO and LCMO
layers as a function of the temperature is indicative of a higher Curie temperature within the 2-uc LSMO layers compared to the 20-uc
LCMO layers.
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LSMO layers are less than 0.2 and 0.7 μB=Mn, respectively,
at 50 K. With the exception of the top LSMO layer, the
obtained magnetizations are well below the value of
3 μB=Mn that would be expected for ferromagnetic behav-
ior, suggesting that the magnetization within the super-
lattices comes from a canting of antiferromagnetic order. In
contrast, the top LSMO layer exhibits ferromagnetism
(M > 3 μB=Mn at 50 K), which we attribute to either an
increased oxygen vacancy concentration or the La:Sr ratio
within this layer. Similar PNR results were also obtained on
the n ¼ 4 superlattice, confirming that the enhanced local
magnetization from structural δ doping is reproducible (see
Fig. S6); however, a direct quantitative comparison
between the magnetizations of the two superlattices is
complicated due to possible extrinsic effects (oxygen
vacancies or precise La:Sr stoichiometry) that can also
alter the magnetization. We have also attempted to fit the
PNR data to a variety of other potential physical scenarios,
but alternative models do not reproduce the basic features
of the PNR data (see Fig. S7).
These results validate a δ-doping approach, based purely

on altering local structure, as a means to spatially confine or
enhance local magnetic interactions in complex oxide
heterostructures. While this work was carried out on
manganites near the antiferromagnetic/ferromagnetic phase
boundary, we note that physical properties of perovskites
that are dependent on electronic bandwidth, most notably
magnetism and electronic phase transitions, are directly
coupled to octahedral rotations. Therefore, this same design
strategy should be operable for perovskites that are ferro-
magnetic, such as R0.7Sr0.3MnO3 or R0.5Sr0.5CoO3 (where
R is a rare earth cation) [31,47,48], or antiferromagnetic,
such as SrMnO3=CaMnO3, RCrO3, or RFeO3-based
superlattices [49,50], as both double exchange and
superexchange are strongly coupled to the local bonding
environments. Furthermore, as the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya
(DM) interaction is dependent on the magnitude of octa-
hedral rotations [51], the demonstrated approach may
provide a means to tailor local spin textures arising from
DM-induced spin canting along the growth direction of
oxide heterostructures. The ability to spatially confine
magnetic states without altering the local charge density
or truncating the crystal offers a new means to study
magnetism in the ultrathin two-dimensional limit. While
previous efforts to understand magnetism in the two-
dimensional regime have largely focused on the study of
ultrathin films, such investigations unavoidably introduce
significant effects from the free surface or film/substrate
interface. The demonstrated structural δ doping keeps the
three-dimensional nature of the ABO3 perovskite crystal
intact while systematically altering ordering temperatures
of buried magnetic layers. Similarly, metal-insulator and
charge ordering transitions are dependent on B─O─B bond
angles [52,53], allowing for the potential confinement of
such electronic phase transitions through the local doping

of octahedral rotations. We anticipate that this approach
will prove enabling in systemically probing the evolution of
magnetism or electronic phases as a function of confine-
ment and dimensionality.
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